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Método para convertir del modelo monómico al polińomico en transistores de pelı́cula
delgada, y viceversa

A. Ortiz-Conde∗, F. J. Garcı́a Sánchez, R. Salazar

Solid State Electronics Laboratory, Simón Boĺıvar University, Apartado 89000, Caracas 1080-A, Venezuela.
Fax: 58-212-9064025 Tel: 58-212-9064010.

Resumen.-

Se presenta un procedimiento para convertir bidireccionalmente entre dos modelos para la corriente de saturación de transistores de pelı́cula
delgada. Con el fin de ilustrar la eficacia del procedimiento,datos experimentales modelados por el tradicional modelo monómico (Ley de
Potencia) es transformado en el recientemente propuesto modelo polinómico. Análogamente, otro dispositivo, originalmente representado
por el modelo polinómico, es transformado al modelo monómico.

Palabras clave: Transistores de pelı́cula delgada, modelo monómico, modelo polinómico

Method to convert from power-law to polynomial thin-film
transistors’ models, and viceversa

Abstract.-

A procedure is proposed to convert back and forth between twomodels for the saturation current of thin film transistors. To illustrate and
ascertain the efficacy of the procedure, experimental data modeled by the traditional monomial (power-law) model is transformed into a
recently proposed polynomial model. Conversely, another set of data, originally represented by the polynomial model,is transformed to the
monomial model.

Keywords: Thin–film transistors, power–Law model, polynomial model

1. Introduction

Two models have been shown to adequately describe the
mobility and the saturation drain current transfer characte-
ristics of several types of thin film transistors: a conventional
monomial, or power-law, model [1-8], and a more recently
proposed polynomial type model [9,10]. In this article, we
offer a simple and quick method to transform from one model
to the other, and vice versa.

The transfer characteristics of amorphous, nanocrys-
talline, polycrystalline, and organic Thin Film Transistors
in saturation have been represented by so calledpower–law
models which have the following general monomial form
[1–8]:

IDmono= KVm
GT (1)

WhereIDmono is the saturation drain current as represented
by this particular model,VGT = VGS − Vth is the difference
between the applied gate–to–source voltage and the thres-
hold voltage of the device, andm is an empirical parameter,
usually different from 2, and
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K =
W
mL

Coxµo (2)

In (2) Cox, is the oxide capacitance,µo is the zero-field
mobility (at VGT = 0), andW andL are the usual channel
width and length, respectively. This model, which reduces to
that used for conventional MOSFETs whenm = 2, is de-
rived using the assumption that the effective mobility may be
described by the expression:

µe f f = µo Vm−2
GT (3)

The saturation drain current may be also represented as a
function ofVGT by recently proposednth-order polynomial
models of the form [9-10]:

IDpoly =
W
mL

Coxµo

n∑
i=0

ci

(i + 2)
Vi+2

GT (4)

whereID poly is the saturation drain current as represented
by this particular model, thecis are arbitrary polynomial co-
efficients, andn is the order chosen for the polynomial. This
model is based on the assumption that the effective mobility
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may be described as a function of gate voltage by a polyno-
mial (Eq. 5):

µe f f =

n∑
i=0

ci Vi
GT (5)

2. Monomial to Polynomial Model Transformation

In order to transform the monomial model into this poly-
nomial model, we will have to find the polynomial coeffi-
cients which minimize the error expression (Eq. 6):

E(c0, c1, c2 . . . cn) =
∫ VGTmax

VGTmin

(IDmono− IDpoly)
2 dVGT (6)

whereVGTmax andVGTmin define the voltage range within
which the approximation is to be used. The necessary condi-
tions to minimizeE are (Eq. 7):

∂E
∂c j
= 0 for eachj = 0, 1, 2, 3 . . .n (7)

These conditions constitute a system of (n+1) linear equa-
tions having a unique solution forc0, c1, c2, c3 . . . cn [11].
Solving said system, as an example forn = 6 andVGTmin,
yields (Eqs. 8- 14):

c0 =
1,572×107 Vm−2

GT max
DENO (48537− 55156m

− 24993m2
− 5755m3 + 705,3m4

− 43,07m5 + m6) (8)

c1 =
4,006×108 Vm−3

GT max
DENO (−25183+ 33198m

− 16827m2 + 4255m3
− 569,2m4

+ 38,20m5
− m6) (9)

c2 =
3,259×109 Vm−4

GT max

DENO (15509− 21976m

+ 12066m2
− 3301m3

− 477,6m4

+ 32,14m5 + m6) (10)

c3 =
1,189×1010 Vm−5

GT max
DENO (−10550+ 15639m

− 9077m2 + 2647m3
− 410,8m4

+ 32,14m5
− m6) (11)

c4 =
2,155×1010 Vm−6

GT max
DENO (7662− 11731m

+ 7097m2
− 2177m3 + 357,9m4

− 29,95m5 + m6) (12)

c5 =
1,894×1010 Vm−7

GT max

DENO (− 5829+ 9153m

− 5721m2 + 1828m3
− 316m4

+ 28,05m5
− m6) (13)

c6 =
6,434×109 Vm−8

GT max
DENO (+ 4591− 7361m

+ 4727m2
− 1563m3 + 281,8m4

− 26,34m5 + m6) (14)

donde,

DENO= Cox W
K L (181440+ 241128m

+ 133938m2+ 40369m3

+ 7140m4 + 742m5

+ 42m6 + m7) (15)

To test the procedure we use the saturation transfer
characteristics of an experimental a–Si thin film tran-
sistor (oxide thickness= 0,3µm, W= 600 µm, and
L = 40µm) modeled using the conventional monomial
(power–law) model, with previously extracted parameters of
m = 3,07, K = 3,2 nA/Vm[3-4]. The voltage range within
which we have chosen to convert this model into the polyno-
mial model is fromVGTmin = 0 to VGTmin = 15 V. Additio-
nally we choose a sixth order polynomial model to convert
into.

Substituting the Equations into Eqs. (8) to (14) we obtain
the following values for the coefficients:

c0 = −0,177× 10−1 cm2

V s

c1 = 0,775× 10−1 cm2

V2 s

c2 = −0,672× 10−2 cm2

V3 s

c3 = 0,159× 10−2 cm2

V4 s

c4 = −0,173× 10−3 cm2

V5 s

c5 = 0,913× 10−5 cm2

V6 s

c6 = −0,187× 10−6 cm2

V7 s

Figure 1(a) presents the saturation drain current versus the
gate bias using the original monomial model (symbols) and
the polynomial model (solid line) calculated by the transfor-
mation. Figure 1(b) shows the ensuing error produced by the
transformation.

The corresponding variations of the effective mobility for
increasing gate bias, as described by the monomial model
of Eq. (3) (symbols), and also as described by the trans-
formed polynomial model of Eq. (5) (solid line), are shown
in Fig. 2(a). Figure 2(b) presents the error resulting from the
transformation. We may conclude from this figure that the
transformed polynomial model approximates very well the
original monomial (power–law) model.

3. Polynomial to Monomial Model Transformation

Similarly, if we wish to transform the polynomial model
into the monomial model, we need to find the values ofK
andm which minimize the error expression (Eq. 16):

E(Km,m) =

VGTmax∫

VGTmin

(IDmono− IDpoly)
2 dVGT (16)
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Figure 1: (a) Saturation transfer characteristics of an experimental a-Si thin
film transistor [3] using the conventional monomial model (symbols), and
the derived polynomial model (solid line) obtained from theformer by the
proposed transformation. (b) Error produced by the transformation.

Figure 2: (a) Effective mobility as a function of gate bias of an experimental
a-Si thin film transistor [3] using the conventional monomial model (sym-
bols), and the derived polynomial model (solid line), obtained from the for-
mer by the proposed transformation. (b) Error produced by the transforma-
tion.

The necessary conditions to minimizeE are (Eq. 17):

∂E
∂K
= 0 and

∂E
∂m
= 0 (17)

These two conditions comprise a system of two nonlinear
equations that require a numerical solution. The values of
K and m may be more easily found by first evaluatingK
versusm from the condition:∂E

∂K = 0, and then substituting it
into the other condition:∂E

∂m = 0. This substitution produces
a single nonlinear equation for parameterm, which may be
easily solved numerically.

To test this inverse transformation procedure we used the
saturation transfer characteristics of an experimental ZnO
thin film transistor (Cox = 34,5 nF

cm2 ,
W
L = 9) which was origi-

nally modeled using the recent polynomial model [9]. The
previously reported extracted parameters of this transistor
are:

c0 = 0

c1 = 5,0834× 10−3 cm2

V2 s

c2 = −1,4634× 10−3 cm2

V3 s

c3 = 2,7185× 10−4 cm2

V4 s

c4 = −6,3302× 10−6 cm2

V5 s

c5 = 6,2682× 10−8 cm2

V6 s

c6 = −2,4285× 10−10 cm2

V7 s.

The voltage range within which we choose to convert this
model into the monomial model is,

VGTmin = 0

VGTmax= 80V

Solving the system of two nonlinear equations defined by
Eq. (17), the following coefficients of the monomial model
are calculated:m= 3,7142 andK = 0,65821nA/Vm.

Figure 3(a) presents the saturation drain current versus the
gate bias for the original polynomial model (symbols) and
also for the transformed monomial model (solid line). Figu-
re 3(b) shows the error introduced by the transformation.

The effective mobility versus gate bias is presented in
Figure 4(a), both for the original polynomial model (sym-
bols) and or the transformed monomial model (solid line).
The error in effective mobility produced by the transforma-
tion is shown in Figure 4(b). We may conclude from these
two last figures that, although it is possible in general to
transform from the polynomial to the monomial model, the
resulting monomial model might not be as accurate as de-
sired, unless the voltage range of interest is kept very small.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have presented simple procedures to
transform the monomial power–law model into the poly-
nomial model, and vice versa, for the saturation drain
current transfer characteristics, and the effective mobility,
of amorphous, nanocrystalline, polycrystalline, and organic
thin film transistors. Another possible application would be
for nanoscale monocrystalline MOSFETs, where, because
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Figure 3: (a) Saturation transfer characteristics of an experimental ZnO thin
film transistor [9] originally modeled using the recently proposed polynomi-
al model (symbols), and the conventional monomial model (solid line) ob-
tained from the former by the proposed transformation. (b) Error produced
by the transformation.

of their short channel length, the carrier velocity saturates
even at low drain voltages. Consequently, their saturated
drain current transfer characteristics may also be modeledby
power–law (monomial) type models with values of the power
exponents somewhere between 1 and 2, values which corres-
pond to very short and very long channel lengths, respecti-
vely [12].
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